
The Mythical Creators Of The Universe:
Exploring the Realm of Angels and Demons
When discussing the vastness and complexity of our universe, it is impossible to
ignore the fascinating beings that are said to exist beyond our human
comprehension - the angels and demons.

Angels and demons have been a part of human mythology and religious beliefs
for centuries, captivating our imaginations and sparking intense debates about
their existence. In this article, we dive deep into the realm of these mythical
creatures, exploring their origins, characteristics, and their supposed role in the
creation and maintenance of the universe.
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The Divine Presences: Angels

Angels are often portrayed as celestial beings of pure goodness, serving as
messengers of God or protectors of humankind. From the winged cherubs
depicted in Renaissance paintings to the majestic archangels described in
religious texts, angels hold a significant place in various cultures and belief
systems.

According to religious traditions such as Christianity, Judaism, and Islam, angels
played a crucial role in the creation of the universe. It is believed that these divine
beings served as instruments through which God manifested His will and brought
forth the world we know today.

There are different hierarchies and classifications of angels within these religious
systems. The archangels, such as Gabriel, Michael, and Raphael, hold prominent
positions and are often associated with specific qualities or duties. Guardian
angels, on the other hand, are believed to be assigned to individuals as
protectors and guides throughout their lives.

The concept of angels goes beyond religious beliefs and finds its place in popular
culture as well. Movies, books, and artwork often portray these celestial beings,
offering various interpretations of their appearance and abilities.

The Enigmatic Forces: Demons

Demons, on the other hand, evoke a darker side of the mythical realm. Often
depicted as malevolent and chaotic entities, demons are believed to be fallen
angels who rebelled against the divine order.
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Throughout history, demons have been associated with possession, temptation,
and evil influences. They are said to lurk in the shadows, waiting to corrupt the
souls of humanity.

While demons are most commonly portrayed as grotesque and terrifying entities
in religious texts, the concept of demons has also been explored in various
cultural and literary works. From Milton's "Paradise Lost" to movies like "The
Exorcism of Emily Rose," demons continue to fascinate and frighten audiences
around the world.

The Creation of the Universe: A Divine Collaboration

One of the most captivating aspects of angels and demons is their supposed
involvement in the creation and maintenance of the universe. Many religious texts
allude to their presence during the formation of the cosmos, painting a highly
intricate and elaborate picture of divine collaboration.

According to some beliefs, angels and demons were present when God spoke
the universe into being. They witnessed the birth of galaxies, the formation of
stars, and the emergence of life on Earth. In this grand cosmic design, angels are
seen as the celestial architects, assisting God in shaping and maintaining the
order of the universe.

Demons, on the other hand, are often portrayed as disruptors of this divine order.
Their rebellion against God's will resulted in a cosmic battle between good and
evil, with the demons seeking to undermine the harmony of creation. Their
destructive influence is said to manifest in natural disasters, human suffering, and
moral decay.

The Cosmic Balance: Angels, Demons, and Humanity



While angels and demons are believed to possess tremendous power and
influence, their interactions with humanity have long been a subject of fascination
and speculation.

For believers, angelic beings are seen as guardians and guides, watching over
individuals and offering divine intervention when necessary. People often pray to
their guardian angels for protection, guidance, and solace during difficult times.

Demons, on the other hand, are believed to tempt and test humans, constantly
trying to lead them astray from the path of righteousness. Their malevolent nature
is said to manifest in various forms, such as possession and the incitement of
negative emotions and actions.

Skeptics and non-believers, however, view angels and demons as mere figments
of human imagination, symbolic representations of complex psychological and
moral concepts.

Whether seen as divine beings working together to maintain the cosmic order or
as figments of human imagination, angels and demons continue to capture our
collective fascination. They inspire awe, fear, and endless speculation about the
mysteries of our universe.

As our understanding of the universe evolves, the mythological roles and
representations of angels and demons may change. Nevertheless, these
enigmatic entities continue to remain a significant part of human culture and
continue to intrigue generations to come.
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This story starts when there was nothing at all. There was only darkness, but
one-day two sparks of light appeared out of nowhere creating Yin and Yang (
Lucy & Luca). Who then created the Universe and other astronomical figures like
Stars, Planets, asteroids, Constellation etc. They were responsible for major
events which had happened on earth.

Read to find out how and what and why?
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